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Arhangel’skii proved that the Continuum Hypothesis implies that if a regular space X is 
hereditarily of pointwise countable type then the set of points at- which the character of X is 
countable is a dense subset of X. In this note we prove this theorem without the use of the 
Continuum Hypothesis. 
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In [5], Arhangel’skii proved that the continuum hypothesis implies that if a 
regular TX space X is hereditarily of pointwise countable type then the set of points 
at which the character of X is countable is dense in X. The aim of this note is to 
prove the theorem without the continuum hypothesis (by using the techniques of 
[3]}. “i‘he definitions and fundamental concepts used in this paper may be found in 
[2,3,4,6]. It will be expedient o note the folIowing. The character of a subsc:t A of 
X, in X is denoted by ,y(A, X) and 
We adopt the 
each cardinal 
The “tightness” of X is denotecr by I(X), 
ordinal is the set of smaller ord%tals and 
cardina:ity 7-. Aill regular spaces are assumed to 




usual convention that each 
7 is the smakst ordinal of 
T1. A space X is calkd 
at every initial seg 
We ntxd the following lemmas: 
Lemma ifi ([4]). Let X be a tiompact Hausdo@ space with t(Xj~ ~0. Then X 
CUM&~ !w flee sequence of uncountable lertgth. 
a ikl Let X be a left-separated Compact Huusdog space with t(X) G wo. Then 
there exi:; ;:6 a point x in X such thnt x(x, X) s 00. 
Pmof, A SBurne the contrary, Since the character and pseudo-character of a closed 
set in a cxxupact Hausdofi space are the same, X contains no finite non-empty Gg 
subset. !-et < be a well-ordering on X such that for each x E X, the set 
(y E X : y c x} is closed in X. For each x E X, fix a closed G6 subset M;* of X such 
that 
This is pcus&ble since U, is an open set containing x and X is regular. By transfinite 
induction “NC: choose for each Q! c 01, a non-empty closed Ga subset F, of X and a 
point x, 4: ,Y serch that xa =min<F, and if a</3<ol then FscF& For (x=0, we 
Let Fo= 3: 1Le4 p *: ml and suppose that for each (Y <p, we have chosen F, satisfy- 
ing the ak.:ve condition. If /3 is a limit ordinal, we let 
Note tha? Gnce (Fh. :a c /?) is a chain of non-empty closed s&ets of X,, );,ls is not 
empty. A&G.) F6 is a closed a3, subset of X. We let xp = min c Fb. If 19 = a + 1, then 
since i&i :‘;a I., let x6 be the s~xond (with respect o c ) menr’,>ers of Fe and let 
FB = Fa t-t, klxB. Cle:arly, this tzhoice of Fs and x8 satisfies the inductive hypothesis. 
Thus in&x Gon is corqlete . VW, tct S =(x, : a c 01). LIet /3 *:: 01. Then {x,~}~~@ G 
F@ and tble*i efore, mnBg G I$ .Msc~ 
7” ‘T’- 
*I ?i ,‘jl i 0 < pr _ c (y : y c- A$) ami It$n{y:yCx+t$e 
ThereforTs 
Y I Every space X contains a Ceft sepuratedl dense subspnce. 
Theorem (Main). Let X be a regular .s,oace which is hereditarily of pointwise count- 
able type. Then there ts au qen dense’ st.+space U of X such that x (y, X) s wo, for 
each y E U. 
Prmf, We first observe that if for every &space Y Of X there exists y E Y such 
that x(y, Y]!s oo, then 
z -: {x E x : x(x, X) s &lo) 
contain;: ar’ opt -, dense subspace of X. Indeed, we let U = Int (2). I[f V = X\o P 8, 
let X’ =c VT’) (.X\Z). Then X’ is a dense subset of V. Let y E X’ be such that 
x(y, X’)GU(~. Tbm x(y, V)bwo and hence x(y, X)6w0. Therefore, y E Z, which 
contradicts the chfjice of y. Now, since every subspace of X is hereditarily of 
pointwise countable type, it suffices to show that there is an x E X such that 
x(x, X) s wo* Let D be a left separated dense subspace of X, Since D is of 
pointwise countable type, there is a compact subset K of D such that x(K, D)w WO. 
By the density of D in X it follows that x(X-, X)s +v~, K being a subspace of a 
left-separated space is left-separated. Also since K is hereditarily-k-space 121, by 
the main theorem of [I], K is a Freckct-Urysohn space. Therefore, @C)G e:a. Thug 
by Lemma 2, there is a point x E K such that x(x, K)< wo. This together with the 
fact that x(K, X) 6 o. implies that x(x, X) G wg (see [3]). This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
Remarks. (I) As noted in [5], for a regular space of hereditarily pointwise count- 
able type, the set {x E X: x(x, X)boo} may not be equal to X. However, if in 
addition X satisfies the countable chain condition (i.e. c(X) G wo), then X is first 
countable (see Es]). 
(2) By changing the argument of Lemma 2 slightly, one can show that if X is a 
left-separateld compact Hsusdorff space with t(X)< oO and Y is an open dense 
subset of X then the: ;e is a point y E Y such that x(y, X)G wo. It follows then easily 
that {x E X : x(x, X) 2~ oo} is dense in X. 
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